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BUILDING  & DETAILING THE AMT 1/48 SCALE B-26 MARAUDER 
  

This kit was an AMT original issue that has been reissued by ESCI/ERTL.  In comparing the AMT and  

Monogram kits there are some interesting differences.  The fuselage, wings and tail overall dimensions are 

the same, but the AMT cockpit is slightly larger and so are the interior parts. The AMT engine nacelles,  

engines, and landing gear are noticeably larger than the Monogram kit. It appears that the Monogram kit 

dimensions are slightly smaller than they should be and the AMT kit dimensions are slightly larger than 

they should be. Consequently the two kit’s detail parts are not interchangeable.  
 

The AMT engines do not represent the R-2800 engines series that were used in the B-26 and since engines 

from other kits were too small I dressed up the AMT  engines with some scratchbuilding. A lot of lead 

weight was added to the model to get it to sit correctly and I paid special attention to adding strength to the 

wing and fuselage assemblies so seams would not crack.  The kit was molded in white plastic so I primed 

all the parts to make it easier to work with them. Much of the raised  surface detail was damaged during 

construction so I decided to sand it all off and not rescribe any of it. For interior detailing I used the Eduard 

pre-painted cockpit set, which was designed for the Monogram kit and their pre-painted 50 caliber machine 

gun belts. I also used various sizes of Evergreen plastic strip. The model was painted with Testors enamels 

and the decals are from Microscale.   
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The engine nacelle sub-assemblies are now complete with 

the addition of the interior bulkheads.  

When I test fitted the engine nacelles, I noticed that the top 

front tips were molded to far inward.  Using  flat  nosed  

pliers I carefully bent the tips slightly outward  checking my 

work as I progressed and form fitted the bends into place.  
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The starboard wing had a lot of voids to fill in between the 

engine nacelle and the wing. Various sizes of  plastic strip 

were used.  I positioned all the strips in place and then  

applied super glue to both sides of the strips.  

Both sides of the starboard engine nacelle had voids that 

needed to be filled. Once the super glue was dried the plastic 

strips were cut and sanded smooth.  

The backside of each nacelle also has some voids in  difficult 

places and the best way to fill them was  

with plastic strips.  

Filling and sanding the engine nacelle voids on the underside 

of the wings required using sandpaper wrapped around  balsa 

strips. I also wet sanded to help reduce the surface  

indentations along the seam lines. 



I like airbrushing as many surface details  as possible, so I do 

a lot of layered masking and painting.  Once the olive drab 

color is applied to the canvas areas they will be covered  

with masking tape.  

Here the molded on cockpit details are masked off as well as 

the molded on oxygen cylinder. I use small lengths of  

masking tape to mask around the surface details. 

Note how sharp and clean the details are. After masking and 

before airbrushing, I run the tip of a sharp  lead pencil 

around the surface  details to ensure the masking tape is flat.  

This prevents  paint bleeding under the masking tape.  

The next step was to mask and paint the cockpit side wall 

panel details  and then add  the Eduard  

pre-painted placards. 

All the interior parts have been painted and detailed.  I 

picked out the tiny details with paint by dipping the end of a 

sharp toothpick into the paint bottle cap to apply tiny 

amounts at a time.  

The cockpit has now been assembled and  the Eduard  

pre-painted seat and shoulder harness belts  really help add 

an additional layer of accuracy and realism to the cockpit.  
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After priming, the lower half was airbrushed with Testors 

dark gull gray color.  

The dark gull gray was masked off and the olive drab color 

was applied to the upper surfaces.  

With both base colors applied, the next step was to paint the 

landing gear bays. 

The engine cowlings were removed and the entire bottom 

area was masked off. The landing gear bays were then  

airbrushed interior green.  

Now the model is starting to look like a B-26! To paint the engine exhausts, I started to mask off the areas 

around them so that there would be no chance of  the  

paint ruining the surface colors.  
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